Indy Contributors Meeting

Call Time: Every other Monday at 8AM Los Angeles, 11AM New York, 4PM London, 18H Moscow.

Call Link: https://zoom.us/j/244779296

Meeting Agendas and Notes

2020-04-06 Indy Contributors Call

Planned:

- Work updates:
  - Indy VDR
  - Indy Credx / Aries Credx
- The future of this meeting

2020-03-23 Indy Contributors Call

- Change to meeting room
- Status of the Sovrin Network
- Process used to troubleshoot an issue with the Sovrin Network

2020-03-09 Indy Contributors Call

- Work updates and collaboration on projects
  - VDR
  - CredX
  - Rich Schemas
- CI / CD
- Update from the Hyperledger Global Forum

2020-02-25 Special: Troubleshooting an Indy Network

Special call February 25 at 15H UTC, 10AM US Eastern

- Discuss tips and techniques for supporting an Indy Network

2020-02-25 Special: Rich Schemas

Special meeting February 25

- Discuss progress on Rich Schemas, and next steps

2020-02-24 Indy Contributors Call

- Work updates and collaboration on projects
  - VDR
  - CredX
  - Rich Schemas
- Future of Indy CI / CD

2020-02-11 Special: Collaborate on Rich Schemas

Special call February 11 at 15H UTC, 10AM US Eastern

- Answer questions about Rich Schemas and collaborate on work

2020-02-10 Indy Contributors Call

Work updates and collaboration

- Indy Node using Ursa
- Indy-VDR
- Anoncreds
- Rich Schemas

Will schedule additional meetings for a Rich Schemas discussion and a discussion to help others support Indy networks.

2020-02-03 Indy Contributors Call

- Work updates
- Discussion of current projects
- Cancelling the AMER afternoon call going forward
2020-01-27 Indy Contributors Call
- Proposed changes to the CI / CD pipeline
- Work on indy-aries-vdri
- Discussing Rich Schemas

2020-01-20 Indy Contributors Call
- Work updates
- Getting started in the Hyperledger community

2020-01-13 Indy Contributors Call
- Work updates
- Results from performance testing LibIndy
- INDY-2305 and outbound IP address

2019-12-16 Indy Contributors Call
- Work updates
- Changes to the Transaction Author Agreement
- Migrating LibIndy to Aries
- INDY-2305: Add IP address range for outbound TCP connections from validator nodes
- Future of wrappers in Indy SDK

2019-12-09 Indy Contributors Call
- Work updates
- Update from the Aries Connect-a-thon
- Plans for migration of LibIndy to Aries

2019-12-02 Indy Contributors Call
- Work updates
- Update on LibVCX support for Aries

2019-11-25 Indy Contributors Call
- Work updates
- Pull request review process for Indy Node

2019-11-18 Indy Contributors Call
- Work updates
- Updates on the status of Plenum
- Pull request review process for Indy Node

2019-11-11 Indy Contributors Call
- Work updates
- Current state of Plenum
- The future of Plenum
- Timeline for deprecating Indy SDK wrappers in favor of Aries

2019-11-04 Indy Contributors Call
- Project updates
- Problems with the Indy IOS wrapper.
- The future of Plenum

2019-10-28 Indy Contributors Call
- The future of Indy Node
- Pros and cons of Plenum versus other ledgers

2019-10-21 Indy Contributors Call
- The future of consensus in Indy Node (moving from RBFT to Aardvark?)
- Indy / Aries split
- Pull request review process for Indy Node

2019-10-14 Indy Contributors Call
Call cancelled due to the schedules of the main participants.
2019-10-07 Indy Contributors Call
- The future of consensus in Indy Node (moving from RBFT to Aardvark?)
- Indy / Aries split

2019-09-30 Indy Contributors Call
Call cancelled due to travel to IIW.

2019-09-23 Indy Contributors Call
- Updates on releases and work projects
- Ubuntu 18.04 for Indy Node
- Future of Apache Milagro
- Fuzzing LibIndy
- Dealing with old pull requests

2019-09-16 Indy Contributors Call
- Reviewed decisions and information from previous calls.
- Answered questions
- Quick topics: non-secrets in the Indy wallet, future meetings, Ursa and AMCL, CI / CD, handling pull requests.

2019-09-09 Indy Contributors Call
- Move PostgreSQL wallet storage out of experimental state when the wallet is moved to Aries
- Start cross-organization PR reviews after PBFT View Change is shipped, as an experiment
- We want to move quickly with the Indy / Aries split and avoid long term maintenance of Indy SDK if possible.
- Incomplete request format refactor
- Trade-offs of new pack/unpack versus msgpack

2019-09-02 Indy Contributors Call
Call cancelled due to the holiday in US and Canada, and Rebooting Web of Trust

2019-08-26 Indy Maintainers Call
- Release updates
- Moving the PostgreSQL wallet out of experimental
- Proposal to improve performance of the Indy SDK CI test pipeline
- Proposal to support Fully Qualified DIDs

2019-08-19 Indy Maintainers Call
- Release updates
- Rich schemas HIPE
- Proposal to improve performance of the Indy SDK CI test pipeline

2019-07-29 Indy Maintainers Call
- Work and release updates
- Improvements to Indy Node including PBFT view change
- Schedule for future calls

2019-07-15 Indy Maintainers Call
- Discussed release status of various dependent components
- GitLab migration still in progress
- What to do about IndySDKAriesSDK+IndyResolver migration
  - C Callable Wrappers and Rust
  - Anoncreds 2.0
  - Schema 2.0
- Documentation updates
  - Call to contribute or deprecate out of date documentation
  - Discussion on Indy WG call becoming an Identity WG Implementers call

2019-07-12 Indy Maintainers Call
- Work updates
- Planning future calls

2019-07-01 Indy Maintainers Call
- Update on June releases.
• Planned releases for July and August.
• Discussed call mechanics.
• Discussed documentation improvements.
• Discussed improvements to how transactions are endorsed.

2019-06-17 Indy Maintainers Call

• Release planning for next three months
• Restructuring Indy calls now that we have Aries
  • Combine some of the calls?
  • Focused on getting work done: work streams and release planning
• Plans for improving documentation
  • Focus for new developer experience should be Aries

2019-06-03 Indy Maintainers Call

First time doing notes on the wiki

Formerly known as the Indy Maintainers Meeting.

Historical Notes (Pre June 2019):
Past recordings can be found here: Indy Agent Recordings